F.No. 2/39(22)/2014-SS
Government of India
Ministry of Minority Affairs
(Coaching Division)

11th Floor, Pt. Deendayal Antyodaya Bhawan,
CGO Complex, Lodhi Road,
New Delhi-110003.
Dated: 16th April, 2019

To

All empanelled NGOs/Institutions
under Free Coaching and Allied Scheme

Subject: Submission/Uploading of the proposals/applications by coaching
institutions/organisations empanelled under Free Coaching and Allied
Scheme for the year 2017-18 to 2019-20 on the portal of Free Coaching
and Allied Scheme -reg.

Sir/Madam,

I am directed to refer to this Ministry’s E-mail dated 29.10.2018 and a subsequent
reminder dated 31.01.2019 vide which all empanelled institutions/organisations were
directed to upload/submit their proposals/applications on the portal of Free Coaching and
Allied Scheme i.e. www.coachingschemeemma.gov.in. However, it is noticed that most of PIA’s
have not uploaded/submitted their proposals/applications online on the said portal.

2. In this regard, it is informed that henceforth release of grants in aid of 1st/2nd
installments for 2017-18 & 2018-19 would be processed only after receiving of
proposals/applications online. No physical proposals/documents would be entertained.
Further, non submission of online proposal/application on the said portal would be viewed
seriously by the Ministry and further release of grants may be stopped and empanelment of
the organisation/institution may also be withdrawn by the Ministry. Therefore, the
organisations/institutions are requested to upload the same latest by 30.04.2019.

3. If the organisations/institutions are facing any difficulties in submission of online
applications/proposals they may e-mail their concerns on navinta.vasudeva@uneecops.com,
mohit.goyal@uneecops.com with copy to suresh.yadav25@gov.in

Yours faithfully,

(Suresh Yadav)
Under Secretary to the Government of India
011-24364310

Copy to:
NIC, MoMA for uploading the same on the website of this Ministry